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The Cord is thoroughly annoyed
at the inexcusable delay in the
personnel format ion of the publicatior. board, passed last year by
the S.L.E. If it is not function ing
by the time of our second issue,
we declare war. Unfortunately because of the delay, we and the
Directory had to go ahead with
our advertisi ng campaign, thus removing for th is year, one of the
board's major funct ions.
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The Cord heartily congratulates
Jack Geddes on his appointment to
the Keystone editorship. He can
expect
our
fullest
co-operation .
Also, the Newsheet has never been
better.
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This issue is dedicated to the
early completion of our new college . We highly recommend the
article on page 3 by our President,
and rhe accompanyin~ sketch. An
editorial on page 26 also covers
the new build.n~, as does the
cover.

We are innovating an editorial
cartoon and a few other edito rial
bits of humour. We welcome your
comments.

Mi ss Floro Roy

Publ ish ed by st ude nts of
Waterl oo Co llege,
Waterl oo, Ontario

Too many people here wi t h excellent ideas shrink from writing in
the Cord because of a feeling of
inferiority. We would welcome an
end to such nonsense.
The Co rd also favours democracy
in the S.L.E.!
-
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A BLUENOSE
"Hi yo E[luenose" or "Good morning
little Bluenose"-these are the usu:JI
cheery greetings which pierce my drowsy
ears as I feel my way to breakfast each
morning.
The other day so meone came up to
me, stared at me with incredulous misbelief (like a child l:>oki ng at a threeheaded calf) and announced with stunned amazement, "You're the kid from
Novo Scotia, aren 't you'" In that one
sentence I was accused, tried and sentenced without even a chance to defend
myself.
Don ' t get me wrong. I' m not complaining. I love my home town, my home
province and being a Bluenose flatters
me . After all, the "Bluenose" was one
of the greatest Soiling Ships that ever
tread the waves-besides, it hailed from
Lunen bu rg-:-n y home port, too.
However, these qu2stions really set me
thinking. Are we Nova Scotians so different? If so in what ways? Let's consider
it.
First, there's the problem of History.
Another greeting I receive is one of the
"Welco:-ne to Canod:J and Civilization."
Let me acquaint you with the facts. The
Indians relinqu ished N:>va Scotia many
years ago-in fact , she was one of the
first oorticipants in Confede ration-so,
she 1·; a p:1 rt of Canada . For many years
her p::Jpu lotion has been increasing and
we have orogressed to the p::Jint where
we have aut Js, ra dios, telephones, trolleys, electric stoves, fur coats, nylons,
and even olostic, te levision and radar.
As to th e "'crack" about civilization;
my parents brought me up here by car
and one of my father's favorite remarks
was " I' ll be glad to get back to civilization" . So you see civilization is just a
concept of the mind. It really is simply
the kind of people and way of life you
are used to . Wherever the home and
heart are-there is "conside red civilization" . I think we ore a s civilized in Novo
Scotia as you ore here. We lang ago
gave up eating human flesh, we live in
houses, eat off tables from plates with
knives, fork s an::J s_o:JO n;. We haven't
given up the barbaric habits of shooting

moose in season, or going trout fishing.
The country itself is not so very different from the rest of Canada. We hove
the g:>lden red leaves of autumn against
a green spruce background, we ha ve
mountains, valleys, rivers, cliffs, but
above all, we have the sea. God has
truly blessed Novo Scotia with his gift of
the sea around us. I truly miss the crash
of the waves on the roc ks, the salty
tong of the ocean spray and especially
all the fresh, clean, invigorating feeling
it gives to the air. Sometimes I actually
feel I'm suffocating here, as I walk
along a street and all that clogs my nostrils is the dry, choking aroma of premature ale. Apart from that Nova Scotia
resembles very closely the rest of Canada.
One of my college friend s told me
t:1at whenever someone mentioned Nova
Scotia, the picture that crossed her mind
was one of on old bearded fisherman
sitting by his tar-poper shack in his oilskins watching his fish dry on the
"flakes", while all around him was the
forest and the sea. My dear Readersthat mode of life went out with the old
fashioned,
unrevealing bathing suit!
Lunenburg is a fishing port, my father
is a Master Mariner and yet I had a
proper house, minus oilskins and the only
forest near us was a huge flower garden
of my mother's. The Sea, however, was
there-we never forgot it or wanted to
forget it. After all it is our means of
livelihood . Just as so many of y::Ju depend on farming , so we depend on fishing but we hove other industries such
as ship building, farming mining, lumbering and numerous enterprises.
We come to another question, the
accent. I admit we have our "pecularities" shall we soy? But so do the Texans,
the Georgians. and the New Yorkers. As
a matter of fact so do the people of
Cntario and surrounding district.
Lastly, there's the matte r of distance.
Nova Scotia is about 1600 miles from
here-most people thin k that is absolutely out of this world.
(Continued on page 16)
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Waterloo College and Seminary is to
hove a new Teaching ond Administration Building. That's the substance of a
decision reached by the Boord of Governors of our institution in September of this
year. It come after on increased enrollment of students in the College mode it
a necessity. It was possible after a drive
for funds extending over a five-yeor period. The thorny question of relocation
caused its delay in port. But now it has
been mode. The Sketch of the building
as it appears on the cover of this magazine has been approved in the main.
From now on it is a matter of working
out the finer details.
What will the building do for the students? Well, for one thing, it wil l relieve congestion. Time Table p rob lems
should not be as g reot as they hove been
for a number of years. More specifically,
the building is planned to include fifteen
teac h ing outlets including on amphitheatre, a Music Room which will serve as a
temporary chapel, laboratories for the
sciences and a number of larger and
smaller classrooms as well as offices for
full-time members of the Faculty. These
facilities will be located on the first and
second floors. The Ground Floor will provide Common Rooms, Locke r rooms, and
washrooms for men and women. Here
also will be found the Book Store and
Canteen providing spo:e for 40 to 50
students.
The Lobby on the Main Floor will contain a Memorial to the men and women
of Waterloo College who served in the
armed forces of Canada in World War
II. A bronze plaque on which their names
will be inscribed, will be appropriately
designed and placed.
T he administration wing, consisti ng of
a ground and main floor, wi ll p rovide offices of the administrative officers, a

Boord Room and a General Office . On
the ground floor will be Faculty Rooms
for Men and Women, the Archives and
storage space for office material. Adjoining this area will be the heating plant.
The building has been planned so that
it will accommodate from 250 to 300
students. The Boord has oslo approved
the erection of a Dining Hall which will
accommodate up to 125 students. It is
to be built between the present Teaching
Building and the Residence for Women.
The total cost of these buildings, including furnishings , landscaping and architects' fees will be in the neighbourhood of $470,000 .
The over-all length of the building
will be about 212 feet. The overage
width is fifty feet. It ·Nill be two-and-one
ha lf stories high.
While its exact location and orientation has not been determined, the building will be erected somewhere between
the present building and Dearborn St. to
the north. In order to make this possible
the city of Woteri:Jo has given the College on area of land and, in addition, is
contributing on additional $2,000. toword the purchase of other property
which will be needed .
One glance at the sketch reveals that
the building is of contemporary design
in architecture. The main reason for
this type of design rather than something approaching the appearance of the
present building is that you get the most
for your money in this way. Of course,
this type of building is exceedingly practical.
What does the new Teaching and Administration Building not provide? Mainly
two things: on Assembly Hall and a
new Library. For the present, unti l someone or some group makes a generous
(Continued on page 16 )
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Bock to school again, with our tanned
and grubby Iittle fists holding tight to
our tuition fees, mostly in one dollar
bills and American ones at that.
The post few week s hove been one
hectic round of activity to welcome the
frosh. That one hectic round we refer to
was the single dance on September 26 .
The summer months ore in the post,
true, and we usuolly ore (o r try to be) a
reasonabl y progressive concern, but let's
look bock to those good old days when
we were stocking away an occasional
buck br our bU!ser's clutching mitt.
Perhaps you wondered where Freddie,
Annie and Soapie and some other of
the numerous heotlhy femmes at Waterloo College developed those tremendous
muscles wh ich peculiarly ore to be found
in the upper extremities of one arm and
not the other. Let me enlighten you.
The gals tell us thct a tender foundation was laid at Waterloo College push ing a pencil or was it dealing bridge
cords? We can ' t remember. But that
b:.Jige attained its final husky development toting trays and hauling scrub
pails 'way up n J rth. "Annie" Gillespie
and "Soopie'' Stock were at on Outpost
fishing resort north of Thessolon. Did
they like it? Well , yes and no, and we
think they hod plenty of good reason for
bJth .
The beautiful country ma y be enjoyed
by guest and employee alike, but then
on employee seems always to hove on
e:npbyer, but perhaps you don't find that
peculiar.
The gals found themselves in the
type of situation almost every naive col lege girl v.okes up in when she accepts
work in a summer resort, especially isolated ones.
Guests usually aren't more trouble
than you anticipated . But your fellow
workers, the kitchen staff about whom
you hadn't thought at all. Oh, sod mistake. What about the chef, and incidentally the chef's spo~=, pantry w::Jmen,
dish washers , pot washers and assistants
ad infinitum . We'll tell you. They don't
like you. You usuall y begin a reasonably

friendly conversation like this .
Do you go to ollege?
Yes.
Yeah , I thought you looked stupid.
What 's a grapefruit supreme? I don't
kn ow exactly. I' m not experienced.
You're telling me? Did yo hear that?
She goes to college but she don ' t know
nothin' . You think you're pretty smart
but you don't know anything.
Now that you r I.Q. is firmly established your friendship con really develop.
We find ourselves with our heads stretched, well, necks st retched on the chef's
butchering block and we're not tired.
The chef is wielding a knife and we
thin k it's one we watched him sharpening. He is matter of foctly roaring . . .
I' m a gonno keel you. I'm a gonno
keel you a seex times just for the pleezure .
You hove been around long enough to
hove watched thi s guy butcher. You
know he doesn't do a very neat job . Seex
times is good p~octice. So you close your
eyes; (let it neve r be sa id my eyes bulged from my severed bean) you're waiting
for the blade but you get a swift kick
and it's not the chef but his hefty spouse.
Whoddo yo doin with your head on the
chef's block . Why don't you go to bed
earlier. I suppose it'll be our fault if
someone gets a hair in his dinner. Well
it won't. It'll be yours. I'm telling the
boss. Boss, these smart college girls ore
putting hair in the chef's food. They
steal, they eat like pigs, they're lazy,
they're blah, blah, blah .
Seriously though it's a nice summer.
Those little hings only happen three
times a day for three months, then you're
going home.
The chef says . . .
Beeno a great summer, heh, lotso fun,
heh. Hoddo the beegest crowd we ever
hoddo. Its · a my cookin, I'm the besto
cooka in North America. You girls ore
preety goodo workers for college girls.
You make a lotso money in tips. That's
my good cooking . You opprecioteo that,
e h. How mucho you moko, oh you're
(Continued on page 9)
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Alunmi Notes
These notes will consist of gleanings
from the press which hove come to my
attention during the summer months.
Most of the news items deal with weddings, some of which seem to hove gotten their beginnings in under-graduate
days.
Rev . Harold Herbert Brase (College
'44, Seminary '47), pastor of the Conestoga-St. Jacobs Parish and Leona Nobert '5 0, par ish worker at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church, Kitchener, were married on August 29, 1952.
Sydney Williams '49, was married in
July to Franklin A. Stricker. They now
reside on the Guelph Highway, just outside Kitchener.
Don Powers, '49, is to be married to
Jo-Ann Gross an October 1 8 in Miami,
Flori do.
James Huras, Associate Alumnus 'SO,
married Alice Besler on September 20,
1952. They are making their home on
Queen 's Drive.
Coroy l Ziegler, o student of Waterloo College for two years, was married
to Lieutenant (Navy) Kenneth Scott on
September 20, 1 952.
Ruth Mary Hattin '51, and Dwight
Engel '51, were married in Trinity United Church in Kitchener, on September
27, 1952. Dwight is continuing his
studies in theology at Emmanuel College
in Toronto.
Jane Cosette Mahaffey '51, and Celestin Weiler '51, were married in St.
John 's Chapel of St. Michael 's Cathedral in Toronto on June 4, 1952. They
hove mode their home ot 82 Westmount
Rd., Toronto.
Colin Mackay, '52, and Shirley Margaret Cash were married at St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, Kitchener, August
30, 1952. Colin was recently appointed
as Boys' Work Secretary at the K-W
Y.M.C.A.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Bingeman <Jonas took Honour Business ot
Waterloo, '45- '47 ) a daughter on July
15, 1952.
Condolences are extended to Fred
Ahrens, ' 28, on the loss of his mother

who passed away at her home in Elmira .
Fred is Professor of German at Gettysburg College in Gettysburg, Penn .
SPECIAL FEA TUR E

If you have not as yet sent your
membership to the Association keep in
mind that if you send a donation , the
Association will send you the Cord.

STATIC

Cont'd. from page 7

lyin, you mode a more'n that. You
thinko I don't know you maka more'n
that. You don't tell lies to Angie I'm o
teella you once an I'm a goonno do it.
I'm a goona keel you. I'm a gonno keelo
you seex times.
And then there ore girls like Dottie
Ann Walter who stayed right in Kitchener and hod a right interesting time
selling the local ladies foundation garments. Dottie's theme song was " Hugging and a Chalking" well, any way
chalking. A quote from Dottie. " It was
a good day's work just getting the tope
measure around the circumference of a
few of those slightly overweight babes."
Maureen Kinnaird was fooling around
in her usual irresponsible manner in the
photo studio at Sudbury where she worked this summer. The face looked familiar
but the picture was a double exposure.
It was Jim Milne who played baseball
this summer in the northern mining town.
Doug Neill and Merv Lohn hated to
leave Bigwinn Inn where the gals were
five to one (man of course) and return
to Waterloo where the circumstance exists in reverse.
Fred Allore pocked his pick and shovel
and headed for the north where he figured he might do a mite of prospectin'. Finally hod to bury his initiative 3000
feet in a mining shaft.
Incidentally, a frosh, one Joan MacKenzie worked at the Ontario Hospital in
London, this summer preparatory to her
ccurse at WaterloJ College. This might
prove invaluable information for the
boys in residence should their roommates manifest indications of psychoneurotic personality.
B. M .

'Beeame an t'JUtee't
IN THE

CANADIAN ARMY
(Active Force or Reserve)

Join the C.O.T.C. - - EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
GOOD TRAINING
Cadets receive commissions in the Active Force or
Reserve Force on completion of their course . (Choice
of two or three years training .)
Training in leadership and man management fits
cadets for positions of responsibility in either military or
civi I ian I if e.

GOOD PAY
Up to 20 weeks of summer training each year at
$170 per month plus room, board, clothing, equipment,
travelling expenses .
Up to $50 pay during the school year .
Opportunity of service in Europe during third
summer.
Subsidization of final year in college, or entire
college course, available for those interested in Active
Service.

GOOD COMPANIONSHIP
Cadets meet students from a II parts of Canada at
Corps Schools .
Organized and individual sports and recreational
activities are provided .
Group living promotes good fellowship.

Applications Close November 1st
WATERLOO COLLEGE DETACHMENT
University of Western Ontario Contingent
Canadian Officers Training Corps
Major A. E. Raymond
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Seminary
A high school student asked me recently "What is a Seminarian?" Well, I
had to stop to consider. A Seminarian
at Waterloo is, or shou ld be, a graduate
of a recognized Arts College or University who has been accepted by the faculty of Waterloo Seminary and has begun his three year academic course at
the Seminary. Having completed the
course, he will , if he is ambitious, receive
the B.D. degree. However, before he
can qualify for the coveted degree, the
candidate must firstly obtain a B standing in the second and thi rd years of
study and have a reading knowledge of
both biblical languages-Greek and Hebrew. In addition he must submit a thesis
to the faculty on which the said candidate is adequately examined orally. Upon
the pleasure of the Seminary faculty, a
recommendation is sent to the University
of Western Ontario, and the seminarian
wi II at least have reached the end of the
beginning. Speaking from the point of
view of a senior, we can now see the
hilltop, but we are still shrouded in the
mists of the valley.
This year we welcome in to ou r midst
two new members. Roseville Burgoyne
is no stranger to us, as he ot>tained his
college training at Waterloo . Roseville's
home is in Mahone Bay, N.S. T homas
Bollivar also hails from Nova Scotia and
his home is Conquerall Mills. Tom received his A. B. degree from Muhlenberg
College, Allentown, Po. Thus the Junior
Class is 100 % Nova Scotian-can you
identify the "bluenoses?"
The first Cossmon-Hayunga M issionary meeting was held October 7th. Results of election of officers is as follows:
Godfrey Oelsner, president; Roseville
Burgoyne, secretary; Norman Lange, assembly convener; Emil Lange is in charge
of Freeport San. services. It was decided that contacts be made with twelve
district churches whereby seminarians
may preach at these services in return

for the offering which is used by the
Society to pay the stipend of two mission workers in India. It was also decided to attempt to give f inancial support to one of the home mission congregations in the Canada Synod.
Although Seminary registration has
not grown as has college reg istration, we
still feel the growing pains greatly, especially when we are evicted weekly
from our beloved classroom No. 321.
Nor has growth stopped there. This year
we experience a tragic loss and a valuable gain inasmuch of our Dean of the
Seminary, Dr. Lehmann, has been promoted to become acting Dean of the
College, and Dr. U. S. Leupold has assumed the duties of Dean of the Seminary.
The Seminary body is looking forward
to a vigorous year both in class and
pulpit. We sincerely hope that the chapel
service continues to coli the college student body for a brief period of devotion each morning.
liMo''

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
We dedicate this pnem
To all the high-brow sophs,
Who think it is their duty
To act like silly profs.
These rules and regulations
Seem silly to the eye.
But of course we'll do them!
He! He! We'd rather die .
A sunrise in the morning
Is very nice to see,
But everything is spoiled,
By the horrid sophs. He! He!
As all good stories do
Tnis MASTERPIECE must end;
But alas, their regulations
Were not made up by MEN !
"SERFS"

tli.t.tLt tliU::,t1
287436 .9. It was a good clear night for
a brisk walk, though, as Ayrton Kipp,
Paul Closs, and Company (Prof. Overgaard please note t:,a t thi s is a Limited
Fresh Company, with the Sophomores getting all the shores) will agree. On Friday,
the Fresh Court was held , and the Frosh
all got fair trials fr om a Soph Judge and
Jury, and Soph Lawye rs and Clerks.
The Initiation was very different from
that which we exp:scted, in tnot we hod
to wear our good cl : > thes, and be ready
for Inspection at any time. I believe that
most of the Fresh prefe:rred this to wearing outlandish costumes, which would
hove neither after brought Interest nor
Honour to the Col lege.
Friday night, t he SoiJhs gave a donee
for the Fresh, and it was enjoyed by all
present.
(Continued on page 24 )
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" Turn that hot DOWN!!!" Thi s was
the cry that haunted the Fresh Closs o f
' 52 throughout the week of Initiation .
Throughout all of Woterlo ::J College, the
happy Fresh Closs merrily carried out
such orders as "Wash that Cor," " Light
my cigarette," "Twice around the field,"
"Down those stairs backwards," and
"Shine my shoes." FREEZE! FROSH . . .
was a command given also very readily
by certain members o fthe Sophom"Jre
Closs. After we would submit to on inspection, we would then be dismissed
without a word. (But WHAT was Don
Groff writing in that little block book of
his, all the time??? ). The Fresh Closs
was very happy to get t:J the College at
6 :50 on Wednesday, because we knew
that the Sophs hod to be there also ( Is
it true that the Boarding Club Gl RL
FROSH got in so late on Tuesday night
that they just stayed up to wait for the
down, and our P.T . class???).
Thursday night, after the second Fresh
meeting was held, the Sophomore class
gave the first lecture in Astronomy
Page 12
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IKE or ADLAI

..

ELEPHANT or DONKEY

The next pres ident of the United
States will be a man who at the onset
o f political campaigning stated "I
wouldn't be president for all the teo in
Chino ." Both Stevenson and Ei senhower
maintained this attitude until forced into the hectic campaign by fellow party
members and close friends .
What political consequences will be
the result of this election in American
relations at home, abroad, and especially to Canada? The most important
change will be the end of the "New
Deal,'' for whether Ei se nhower or Stevenson becomes president, th e requi em will
be sung for the Democratic platform
sta rted twenty years ago by F. D. R. and
carried on by Truman .
This change is the result of the extreme conse rvati sm which is a characteristic of both candidates. Neither candidate believes in the New Deal policy of
the state being respo~ s ;ble for the welfare of the individual and while they
will not radically change existing plans,
they will not push these ideas farther .
Their home policy differs greatly however in two aspects. These ore reflected
by the Toft-Hartley Low and the reduc tion in public spending. The Toft-Hartley
oct passed by a Repub lican congress over
Truman's objections limits the means by
which the labour unions con effect settlements with the companies. Thi s low
has been a centre of controversy since
its inception and has alienated the powerful labour union from the Eisenhower
cause. In order to enlist the most influential Republican in the U.S., Robert
Toft, who was co-author of the above
bi II, it was necessary for Ei senhower to
promise only to make amends in the bill,
in contrast to Stevenson's declaration of
revision and ve iled hints of repeal.
Most heartening to the voter, is one
candidate's promise of reduction in public spending and, c:msequently, in taxes.
The Republican platform advocates immediate reduction, coupled with increased size of military power. The General
maintains this step is possible, in contrast to Stevenson's ideo that any serious

reduction in the next two years will
greatly weaken fo reign policy.
Th e candidates ore alike in their foreign policy. Both realize that it is impossible for the U.S.A. to revert to isolationism and survive. They are also convinced that they must present a positive
stand against the encroachment of the
U.S.S.R. Therefore the people of the
western world who look toward the U.S.
for support and leadership will know
that their welfare will be of prime importance to either man . They con also
expect the Marshall Plan , N.A.T.O., and
the different world organizations which
ore financially supported by the U.S. to
continue.
Their Korean policies ore also similar.
Each man has advocated the cessation
of Korean hostilities without surrendering any of the basic questions now being
debated at Ponmonjon, and then complete withdrawal of American forces .
To bring the election closer to home,
how will Canada benefit or be harmed
by this election? The major policy that
will affect Canada is the proposed St.
Lawrence Seaway. Both parties hove
mentioned it in their campaign speec hes,
but only the Republicans hove token a
direct stand and said that they will support it. Stevenson is personally in favour
of the joint undertaking but is reluctant
to push for fear of losing support of the
lobbying interests who ore opposed to the
plan.
Canada's manufacturing will also increase but will reach a higher output if
the Republicans ore elected due to their
proposed increase in armed forces . Our
tariff might be affected, but not to the
degree that occu rred under one other Republican government in the form of the
Howley Smoot Tariff Act of 1930.
This election is important to the U.S.,
Canada, and the rest of the world but we
con be assured that the U.S. will continue to lead the world and her purse
strings will still be available to the rest
of the world.
B. S. and L. B.

LET'S STO P
PRO
INITIATION OR INVITATION
feel grateful that ours is a civilized
country. I feel secure when I see our
colleges and universities filled with mature people ready to toke on the leadership of that country, and when I hear of
a group of those mature individua ls causing the death of one of their fellow students through the civilized practice of
lnitioti ons- 1 feel ashamed . Yes, I feel
ashamed that we welcome our freshmen
with humiliation instead of humility. We
begin their college and university careers
by exemplifying ourselves, and dem::mding of them, behaviour which we scar n
in
any o th er
situation
except our
initiations.
The beginning of initiations was a
twofold chain-reaction. Firstly they were
begun to "put these new smart-alecks in
their proper places", and secondly they
were carried on from year to year to
sa ti sfy the hurt pride and desire for revenge of the class or group which was
initiated the year previous. These very
words were used time and time aga in
during this year's initiations at Waterloo
College, both during the planning sessions and the initiations itself.
Before I go on, I would li k e t o clarify
my position. I om not arguing against
initiations in general, b:.Jt against initiations as they now exist. I feel there ere
a number of reasons why initiations
should be carried on.
1. As a procEss of ori:! ntation : T i-re
word, initiation is defined as on introduction to a club or society. The
period set aside for initiations could
be used as on orientation period during which the new students ore introduced to the traditi ons of the college. The concepts of school spirit,
honour, co-operation, participation in
school events; and a knowledge of
school organizations and social life
could be conveyed through a medium
of good-noturedness and fun at this

2.

3.
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time. This, occomp::mied by a demand for a pride in themselves, in
their class, and in the school as a
whole, would benefit everyone concerned from t:1e fresh class right
through to th e Alumnae Association.
Think of a chain reaction which
yielded a continued devotion to, and
pride in, the school cancer ned.
As a social obligation: I must admit
that I om not sure how valid this
point is, but because of doubts as to
the form the initiation at Water loo
would toke this year, I questioned
several fresh (for my own curosity)
concerning their opinions on the possibility of having n::J initiation whatsoever. Of th ose to wh::Jm I spoke, all
felt they would be ch2oted out of a
tradition which has l:nked itself with
college and university life. It is for
this reason that I feel we hove a certain obligation (at least f or the present, because eventually it con be
dropped) to the majority of those
students beginning college careers.
As a soc ial grouping: This reason is
only applicable to any great degree
in small er colleges and portiC:.Jiarly
in residences and dormitories. It is a
well established fact that a group
under persecution develops strong
bonds which strengthen the group,
breaking down barriers and divisions
between its members (e.g. Christians
of Rome). An initiation with a reaso nabl e amount of "persecu tion "
could serve to weld the fresh class
into a strong group. (I om thankful
for the man y friends I mode during
our initiation lost year .) But w :-.en
this "persecution'' become unreasonable inasmuch as the health and
safe t y of those being initiated ore
threatened, or their status as human
individuals in general and college or
university students in particular, is
lowered; then I think we ore missing
the opp::Jrtunity which initioti : J ns hold
for us.
(:cntinued on page Page 15

INITIATI ONS
INITIATION IS INVITATION

"'

u ~·

You've been through it-l've been
through it-we've all been through it,
that unbearable, horrible yet unavoidable
thing known (officially) as initioti::m;
that time in our lives when we realize
what o drastic thing it is to be a college
freshman.
Ah, who con ever forget the worm
handclasp of the sophs as they gently
ushered us to the lownmowers, or the
sweet softness of their voices as they
asked our help in wash ing cars. And
what can ever blot from our memories
the noble image of our attorney as he
strode up and down the"frosh" courtroom defending our cause and the sob
of emotion in the voices of the jury as
they sadly whispered " guilty". Yes, initiation was truly a time to be remembered. Seriously though, when I say that I
om in favour of initiation, I mean that
I om in favour of wh:Jt it stands for
rather than what it is. To me, it is the
beginning of that intangible thing that
lives with us thrau;Jha:.;t our college life
-that thing known as school spirit.
None of us will ever forget the night on
the bock campus when we felt, perhaps
for the first time, that Waterloo is something more than a school of learning.
Nor will we forget t :, e welcoming speeches of the sophs and the warmth with
which we song our school song . Yes, that
night proved that as for as school spirit
is concerned-"We've got it".
Most important of all however is the
way in which initiation brought us together. Here, over a hundred and fifty
students from all parts of Canada were
put together in one big group and labeled " freshmen".
Without the benefits of initiation those
first days wo~ld hove been lonely and
discouraging and it would hove token us
months to get to really know one another. Our meetings would hove been lessened and greatly subdued by the quiet,
austere otmosp:,ere of the classroom.
We would never hove come to see the

CON
reactions of each other under such new
and such unusual circumstances . As it
was however, we were all put on the
some level and treated in the some way
(horrible as it wos) -the result of which
is self evident. Waterloo has now one
hundred and fifty students that ore no
longer separate individuals but rather
ore a port of a very big and very wonderful family.
Yes, to me initiation is perhaps the
most memorable and exciting port of
college life. It is the open door leading
to new experiences; it is the first step on
the rood to higher learning and it is the
first of the many events that will make
cur lives at Waterloo College more com plete and more worthwhile.
MARION MAHAFFEY

Pro cont'd .
At the beg inning of this article, the
death of a student was mentioned. I was
thinking of the case at one of the Iorge
universities in Canada several years ago
when a student died of pneumonia after
being compelled to sit in a meat cooler
all night during their initiations. If we
ore as civilized and mature as we claim
to be, let's throw away paddle boards
and replace them with hand-clasps, let's
replace hooded judges in candle-lit rooms
with friendly smiling faces, in short, let's
substitute for in itiati on , on in vitation t:J
our frosh to become and uphold on important influential group in the community.
DON GROFF

Ed. Note:

Groff ron initiations this

year. Mahaffey was one of the victims.

(Continued from page 1)

(Co ntinued from page 3 )

The world is gradually becoming
smaller in conception-God and the
aeroplane are doing that. The trip from
here to there takes a toto I of six hours
by plane-so Nova SC<.'tia is in contact
with the "outside'' world. However, all
craziness aside, God is uniting the world.
Many people remarked to me "And you
are going 'way up to Ontario all alone".
I didn't go alone, God was and is with
me every step of the way. Whether it be
Nova Scotia, Ontario or Vancouver,
people are united by that one common
cord of Christianity, by that one common
faith that brings all men more closely
together.
So you see we Nova Scotians ore really
not so different from the rest of you-we
dress like you, eat like you, live like you,
think like you and above all, worship like
you. Let us remember that God is everywhere and that he loves everyone regardless of race, color or creed. So let us
strive for the unificati-Jn of the world
so that someday there will be no such
thing as o Nova Scotian , a Vancouverite,
a German, a Russian or a Frenchmanbut we will all be known simply as
Christians.
MERIL YN DeMONE

donation, the Library will remain in the
present building. The Board is eager to
have an Assembly Hall , but does not
have sufficient funds to build one. An
Assembly Hall, providing for a seating
capacity of 400, a stage and facilities
for the showing of films to larger audiences, would probably cost around $70,000. When those funds are in sight, such
a hall would be built adjoining the new
Teaching and Administration Building.
When will building operations begin?
Your guess is as good as mine. But those
intimately assoc iated with the Building
Program believe that it will begin in the
spring of 1953. I just hope that the
bulldozers, trucks and excavation machines don't move in just at the time
when spring examinatoins begin! But
the soon e r they come, the better I'll like
it.

Nc'\v Design

BROCK, DAVIS, DUNN
& BROUGHTON
Charte re d Acc ountants

Ki tchener - L ondon - Guelph

Sarnia

SAME SUPERJOR QUALITY

JUST A STORY
J. P. Thornton left the office early
that afternoon. Strangely enough it was
raining. "Strange" that is, because he
would hove swo rn that when he had
loo ked out the window nat two minutes
before, the sun had been shining brightly . Extraordinary weather lately-really
quite extraordinary-nice bright sunshine for a while and then, for no reason
at all, it would start to ra in. Really very
upsetting! One did feel li ke such a fool
appearing in raincoat, overshoes and umbrella when there wasn't even a hint af
rain . What was it he'd read about the
world doing something and because af
thi s the seaso ns were changing? Likely
nothing to worry about but it does make
one stop and think .
'Gad, J.P., you're beginning to sound
just li ke Elizabe th . Remember you vowed
when you married her that you'd never
let her change yo u. Now look at you!
Bad enough that she has changed your
way of living into an approximate version
of what she wants but now you're even
beginning to think and talk like her. By
J ove, J.P., granted Elizabeth is your wife
and o good woman, but--don't J.P.don't do that'
U.P. when thinking automatically became two p zople. It was so much easier
to carry on a conversation that way. He
found out, quite unexpectedly, that he
could be an interesting convesationalist
when he wished, but, you know he often
received t he strangest replies to some of
his questions. )
Ta continue: J. P. Thornton was actually an ordinary, everyday sort of man .
In fact, only in o ne respect did he deviate from the general run of people-he
had money--not a lot of money, mind
you, but enough--quite enough. Because
of this fortunate (o r unfortunate-as you
like ) fact, J.P . had become what is
known as a ' gentleman businessman'. He
had a 'gentleman 's country house, a
gentleman's wife, a gentlemanly group of
friends, and sometimes, just sometimes,
rather ungentlemanly thoughts . He tried
to squelch them because, after all , what
would Elizabeth say!
By thi s time our unweilding plutocrat
had almost arrived at the station where

he nightly boarded the commuter's train.
He stopped (through force of habit ) at
the newstand and bought his paper. Here
he was gently told that it had sto pped
raining several minutes before and maybe, if he wi shed of course, he could
lower his umbrella. (One always speaks
gently to a wealthy customer).
Very shortly afterwards, the inevitable
train creaked slowly to a stop. It was an
old train , a very old train. One would
think the city would da something about
such trains. Human being shouldn't actually be expected to ride on them, should
they?
'Oh, don't be such an old stuffed shirt
J . P.-it gets you home and gets you
back so quit squawking. J.P., wouldn't
it be delightful if some evening the
train didn't pull in? What would you do
-go to a hotel , have dinner, nightclubs?
That would be novel , but it would never
work-Elizabeth would send the car in
for you.'
At this point our resig ned J .P. is seated comfortably, or otherwise, on the
very old train which had begun to pull
wearily out of the station. Other than the
noisy hum of conversati on and the cold
crackle of newspapers, the train was
quite quiet. J.P . settled back and attempted to relax. Quite by accident the
conversat io n of two "sweet young
things" behind him caught his attention.
"Myrtle, dija know that Johnny finally asked Mabel to the dance?"
"Yes, is that right? Really nice eh?
Bet she's happy."
"Kid, I'm tellin' ya, she's walking on
air. Ya can practically see her floating."
' Now J . P. there would be something
out of the ordinary - walking on airthat would be, without a doubt, a novel
situation. Can't you just see Elizabeth's
face if you walked into the house about
three feet above the ground - why the
old girl would burst a gasket and
her bridge club Oh, J.P. you old
devil , you. Just imagine floating into
the Country Club wouldn't some of
those old fogies sit up and take notice?
Wouldn ' t it be wonderful J.P. , not to
have to be a gentleman for a while?
Stop dreaming J .P., you know the whole

idea is utterly fantastic. Yes, yes, I suppose it is. Too bak though! If I had
three wishes, that would be one of them
I'd wish to walk on air for for
one day. Too bad.'
Slowly a
deflated J. P. Thornton
emerges from the weary
train
and
starts toward his waiting car. His umbrella which he had been holding too
loosely, dropped from his hand.
Absentmindedly he reached down to pick
it up. Strange - what a long way down
it seemed! He glanced down.
'Dratted umbrellas just a nuisance
good grief, your feet, J.P. what
are you standing on?'
Gingerly he lifted first one foot and
then the other.
'But this is impossible, it's utterly
fantastic, J.P. you're not standing on
anything anything at all!'
Again he lifted each foot carefully,
and still the same result he was
standing on air! Cautiously he began to
walk very slowly at first, then more
quickly. Fascinated, he watched his feet
move in a circle around the I prostrate
umbrella on the ground .
By this time quite a crowd had gathered around this unusual gentleman.
Someone shouted,
"Hey Joe, get a load of this guy real neat trick he's walking on air."
At this J.P. looked up (rather, looked
down) at the crowd around him and at
the same time a slow realization of
what had happened came to him. He
had wished he could walk on air and
now, someone or something had made
that wish came true.
'But J.P. that's ridiculous, things like
this just don't happen, can't happen'.
Nevertheless, there he was, about three
feet above the ground, and walking
on air.
Someone touched his arm. It was his
chauffeur, George, looking more than a
little perturbed.
"Sir, I think I should take you home.
You really don't look well, sir."
"Yes George, right away. Would you
mind handing me my umbrella?" With
this, a rather bewildered J.P. made as
dignified a retreat as one in his position
could make. But now came the car which
presented a small difficulty. How to get
down far enough to get
in the car
door? An upset chauffeur was no help

at all .
'The only solution I can see J.P.
is to get down on your knees and crawl
in.' This solution was promptly put into
execution much to the amusement of the
crowd and the extreme embarrassment
of George.
Once seated in the car, J.P. began to
think about his amazing accomplishment. 'Well J.P., you're really quite an
extraordinary fellow, aren't you? Yes,
you really are! Do you know what J.P.?
I think you're actually going to enjoy
this . Yes, I think maybe you're going to
make the most of it.'
The car stopped abruptly in front of
his spacious country home and J.P. got
out, on his hands and knees once more .
George helped his employer to his feet
with a mixture of fascination and utter
disbelief on his face.
J.P. felt good, he felt very good, in
fact, better than he had for
years.
There was a gleam of pure devilment in
his eye as he "floated" into the house.
Elizabeth met him in the hall. 'Oh J.P.
just watch this, it will be rare.'
"J.P., did you know the Martins got
another car, I saw him driving it to-day.
I don't know how they do it. They're
coming over for dinner so go upstairs
and get clean . . . J.P., what on earth
are you doing up there? Come down immediately! How does that look, standing
in the air like that? And for heaven's
sake, stop grinning like that. J.P. stop
walking around up there and get down
here on the ground. What will people
think?"
"My dear, I don't particularly care
what people think. I like it up here.
Besides, I can't come down, not till tomorrow night, at any rate. The Martins
are coming, did you say? Elizabeth, this
is one dinner party I think I shall enjoy."
And enjoy it he did. Mrs. Martin was
so affected by the sight of our "airborne" friend that she scarcely ate a
mouthful (which in itself was very extraordinary). Mr. Martin attempted to
look composed and failed miserably. The
poor rnan could hardly be induced to talk
about his new car. Finally he blurted out,
"Mr. Thornton, how did you get up
there? It's really quite disturbi11g you
know and also highly irregular."
(Continued on page 23 )
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SPORTS
Inter-year footbo II gets under way and
ushers in one o f the most promising,
years of athletics Waterloo College has
hod for years. (Roh! Rohl)
The way thing s look from her~ athletics ore definitely on the upswing this
year and enthusiasm is quite noticeable
in the halls and on the c9mpus.
We students should feel quite proud
of the man who has token over a gigantic job. That man, Mr. Kuglin by name,
is without doubt a great organizer and
above all a good hard worker. He has
. certainly proved himself and has given
sports a shot in the arm. He has a bigger and better sports programme and it
will shape up to something like this . The
foll owing outline of the programme may
be altered and it may hove some omissions, but thi s is it:
Our Intra-mural schedule :
Oct. 8-Frosh 7
Sopfls 5 .
15-Sophs
Senior
22-Seniors
Fro's h
29-Sophs ·
Fresh
Nov . 5-S~niors
Sophs
12-Frosh
Seniors
PLAYOFFS wi II be between the two
teams finishing at the top .
.
Football games will be played with
Victoria College of the University of
.Toronto and with our perennial rivals
Huron College. _Huron will ploy host to
our team on Oct. 25th in London. Other
games may be played with a team from
.the Ontario Agricultural College and
with the Kitchener Panthers.
Basketball practices ore in full swing '
also. This year we ore both proud and ·
fortunate to have Mr. Tailby as coach.
The schedule for the 0 . B. A . has nat ·
been disclosed a s yet, 'but the "Mules"
will plo y both halves of the schedule this
year but only half of the games in each
schedule half. A good many of our former players ore back, and these are being supplemented by a few good fresh'
playe rs. So thi s year let's get behind
the " Mules" and give them our full
support.
Under the· able leadership of Dr. Raymond , badminton has been taken up

eagerly this year both by fresh and quite
a few of lo st yea~'s players.' We can be
confident that badminton is going to
make a good showing thi s year.
Several inquiries hove been received
regarding the track and field competition; for those interested : the meet gets
under way on Octobe r 2.2nd at Western .
The girls will again participate in a
basketball leagu e. The league they ore
going to be in ha s been· decided upon. It
will be the City League. It is to be hoped
that the girls may have the success this
year which escaped them last year.
The girl s will be taken up to London
to compete in the trac k and field events
thi s year and from all indications they
will have a good team .
Intramural hockey and basketball has
been arranged thi s year. The basketball
team was quite successful lost year in
· spite of keen competition.
The intramural hoc key is an experiment and it js to be hoped that t he students will get in there and make it a
big success. From the players ih intra.,
' mural a varsity squad will be pic ked to
represent Wa terloo in the intermediate
loop against Toronto, Western, and

O.A.C.
That is the outline as cl ose as possible. A lot of money has been sp ent on
equipment thi s year. So for this 'season
the directorate under Welf Heick hqs
purchased six new helmets, six oairs of
I
.
. football pon.-s, and new boots. This type
· of equipment is verv expensiv~ and the
financial ~esource; at' the directorate are
very limited. It is only fair then that the
students should get out there and support their teams.
On the bock campus a group of hard
working boys hove been practising footboll these nights. Every Tuesday, Wed. nesday, and Thursda y ~ight practices
ore being held. This .year we ore fo rtu ~
nate to have Mr. Carl Totzke as coach.
·. He has been devoting a great deal of his
time to help Waterloo field a good team
this year.
In on interview with Mr. Totz ke he
(Con tinued on pag e 24 )
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PATRON IZE
OUR ADVERTI SERS

INTRODUCTION or BODY
Western civilization is a chaos of political, religious and artistic cut-outs . We
have lost the overall view of this fact
at a time when it is most fatal, because
now a common effort is necessary to prevent the downfall of our civilization. Not
many people seem to realize that our
civilization is fighting a struggle for survival. The only remedy is unity.
Let us consider briefly the situation
in relation to which the idea of unity
seems to be inappliable. Why are there
so many national, religious and spiritual
barriers?
The no tiona I states of Europe sti II
keep their eyes too much on their boo~<s
of history, remembering traditional hatred in spite of all the suffering it has
already inflicted on them. On the other
hand they think that Americans poy too
much attention to everyt:1ing that might
be symbolized by a dollar bill. Numerous
efforts are being madz to bring about
political collaboration but much more has
to be done. Unfortunotely the leading
forces need instruction to reach maturity, and history is a hard teacher.
Perhaps a great man could remedy
the situation by preaching a sp iritual
unity above all barr iers. When Socrates
was asked where he was from he replied, "I am from the world." From
his time to Goethe's many wise men
have held this point of view. Goethe says
"Eckermann's
Gespraechen
mit
in
Goethe," "National hatred is found

strongest in the lowest stages of culture.
But there is a phase where it disappears
completely and we rise above the na tions and w e feel the happiness or sorrow of our neighbouring nation as if it
were our own." But we have ·no Goethe
in our time .
Whoever looks for unity in art is disappointed . He will find that "quat homines tot sententiae." Instead of a lighthouse there is a multitude of small
bonfires. The majority of artists have
lost contact with the community-feeling
of humanity which was, until not long
ago, religion . Once it could be said that
all roads lead to Rome. Where is our
Rome? Art should be a force that leads
men into a spiritual home. But look at a
picture of Picasso! All you see is a conglomeration of cut-outs. And there are
many Picassos in modern literature and
sculpture.
No one can dream that all barriers
will fall one day and that there will be
an ideal world with one language, one
religion, and one art. What should be
realized is that we must defend the basis of our civilization and that defense
lies in harmony of all forces. It is time
to stop cutting apart and start building
up. Otherwise Europe might become,
what it is geographically, an annex to
Asia, and America
its
co lony. This
would begin a new book in the history of
humanity, and our civilization would be
squeezed into its introductory p::~ges.
ANNA
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"My dear man, I wished myself up
here and here I'm going to stay till I'm
good and ready to come down ."
With this statement and a
brood
grin J.P. deported into his study. 'J.P .,
I thin k you've firmly ru ined their faith
in human nature . But this is too tome.
You wont some excitement tonight. Let' s
hove a short drink and think about what
you're going to do .'
After several "short" drinks, J .P. and
c bottle of his best rye glided gracefully
out onto the terrace and slowly walked
over the roiling onto the lawn. 'Where
to find excitement and laughter is the
question, J .P.' Unwittingly
J.P.
hod
wondered toward the servants' quarters,
which were thoughtfully placed some
distance from the house . A shout of
laughter and the sound of music attracted his attention . 'Why, there 's a
party going on J . P. , the servants ore
having a party. That should be fun. But
J.P., employers just don't go to the
servants' parties. Well , this is one employer who is going to .'
He walked
quickly into the building, sti ll clutching
his bottle.
The door of he room was open, the
p::~rlourmoid was playing the piano and
everyone was singing uproariously. Suddenly the cook caught sight of J.P.
standing in the doorway. He nudged the
upstairs maid who in turn spread the
news around . The singing slowly died
into on uncomfortable silence . Now the
sight of on employer tightly holding a
bottle of rye, who seemed o be suspended by his head to the top of the doorway, would be enough to quiet the nois-

iest group of servants. Said employer
humbly inquired if he could be allowed
to join the party. Since no one hod the
nerve to refuse , and perhaps because of
his rather odd condition, he was grant ed
permission and the high spirits of all
sank percepti J iy. However after a few
rounds of drinks, they began to ris:!
again . The porlourmoid was induced
bock to the piano and the singing began
again , quietly at first, but finally regaining its original volume.
As the night wore on, the servants
hod all agreed that their boss was on
all-right fellow and hod drunk his health
numerous times. In turn J .P. agreed that
his servants were the best to be found
and he respectfully toasted them . He in
fact believed that they were much nicer
people, more enjoyable, more companionable, etc., than any of his friends .
Much enjoyment was derived from deciding what J.P . was to do the next day,
with the aid o fhis new found friends,
of course. And so the party proceeded .
In the wee, small hours of the morning, a weary and extremely happy J.P .
drifted slowly homeward across the lawn .
Elizabeth was waiting up for him, but
he didn't core.
"J.P . how dare you, how dare you!
You've disgraced me completely. We'll
be the laughing stock of the Country
Club. You must hove lost your mind .
J.P., ore you listening?"
No, he wasn't. J .P. was asleep, fast
asleep with a delighted grin on his face .
Yes, he was definite ly asleep. The litt le
man hod hod a busy day .
D. A. and A. G.

Retail Store 66 Queen St. South, Kitchener
Wholesale Store 675 Queen St. South, Kitchene r

I think it only right that the Fresh
Closs pay tribute to the hard work done
by Don Groff, Bill Kirchinski, Jim Cotter, and oil the other members of the
Sophomore class, to give us o good initiation; one that we will never forget . . . .
There ore many things at Waterloo,
that ore different from High School Life.
The new subjects of Psychology, Economics, and Business, ore ones to which we
never have been exposed before. Waterloo has o new vocabulary for the incoming student to learn; S.L.E., L.S.A., C.O.T.C., S.B.C., and I.V.C.F. are all new to
us. Names like the "Fides Dianae", and
the "Athenaeum," are really only old
organizations in new titles.
To me, there are really no very great
differences between High School and
Waterloo College, but this is probably
because of the College's size which enables us to find our way around more
easily, and fit into the picture of school
life very quickly. The Sports and Activities of Waterloo are much the same as
those of Collegiate, and many Students
will be able to carry on their favourite
activity (Please Note ... I mean INTRAmural Activity, not EXTRAmural . . .)
without a great change.
The greatest impression and shock I
have yet received at Waterloo was being addressed as "MR. Breithaupt," by
various Faculty Members, in Class.
Waterloo College is now our Alma
Mater, and all thoughts of former allegiances to other schools are, while not
forgotten, relegated to a lower position.
As Freshmen, we owe it to OUR COLLEGE, to help her, support her, and give
to her the best that we have to offer.

disclosed that he was very happy with
the number of players turning out far
practice. He also said that the enthusiasm and keenness of the players was
quite evident, and was a sign of a hard
fighting team. Up front he was quite
pleased with the line which has an average weight running a little over 200
lbs. and the advantage of being good
hard ball players. In the backfield he was
again confident and said they wou ld be a
hard charging crew after a few practices.
The team is using a split T formation
this year. This features some fast breaking plays which should give the opposition plenty of trouble. Mr. Totzke is
doing a wonderful job out there, and
let us not hesitate to show him our appreciation by backing up the team with
a good attendance at the games. On behalf of the football team I say "Thanks,
Carl, for an excellent job."
For the cheering section we have had
good reports this year. Yes, that's right,
a bevy of cheerleaders. This added attraction is bound to fill the air with
many a school yell. So learn those yells
and let's get with the cheerleaders and
cheer our teams to victory.
GEORGE MORRISON

J. BREITHAUPT.

Compliment; of . . .
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Students are invited to join the 39,000 Waterloo County citizens with Savings
Accounts at . .
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EARLY AUTUMN
When early Autumn walks the land
Among her brilliant trees,
And chills the gent le summer air
And colors all the leaves,
Caresses with her freezing hand
Each lovely plant and flower,
She tell s that ruthless winter
Is approaching by the hour.
'vVhen early Autumn settles down
With frosty white upon the ground,
She can be heard and seen
On frosty window panes,
In wind-swept country lanes,
In loud rustling of corn stalks,
And birds flying sou th all in a flock,
In the scurrying of leaves t o rest,
And hurrying clouds off to the west,
In an eerie moon on a sea of mist,
On a harvest evening and a goodnight
k iss.

In a flaming bush that once was green,
And on a pumpkin's smile Autumn i3
seen,

Plump and cheerful, tender and tame,
In the flap of wings of hunted birds,
In the murmuring wind Autumn is heard,
And in smack of pigskin at rugby games.
She rustles through the brittle trees
And whispers a lullaby of the leaves.
Earth sings when Autumn fills the land
For Autumn means night is here at hand.
When early Autumn comes along
And s ings her sad inevitable song,
She tells each tiny living thing
That winter's soon to come,
It 's early Autumn.

MIKE WAGNER

AT GRADUATION TIME
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An exchange of photographs with classmates creates bonds of friendship you
will treasure through the
years.
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Mooing, Moving and Money
"When ore we going to move~" That
wos the title of on editorial by Miss
Helen Taylor for the November 1949
issue of the Cord. As Waterloo College
stands on the threshhold of o new era,
it would do well to quote some of the
lines of thot imploring article.
"When we entered Waterloo os Freshmen two years ogo ( 1947) we expected
to groduote from o new building on a
new campus .
With graduation only
six months away, the new site remains
untouched, definite pions for the new
building hove not materialized and enthusiasm for the project has cooled."
Demanding an explanation, the article declared that the College and the
Lutheran Church needed the support of
Kitchener, and Waterloo, the Alumni As~ociation, and the students.
Two years later in December 1950,
Mr. Clayton Derstine, in an. editorial entitled "To Whom It May Concern," expressed similar sentiment plus righteous
indignation at the wrangling that was
taking place as to where to expand. "0
Tempera, 0 mores," went the lament.
Re:trogressive tradition seemed to be winning over progressive education. It is now
two years later, and the earth where our
new Alma Mater is to blossom forth, still
nonchalantly produces another bumper
crop for pasture.
Your editor is hanging his coat for the
fourth year in that same poor excuse

complained about in the late thirties.
Any resemblance to that enclosure and
the common rooms of other university institutions is merely in name.
But relief seems to be in sight. The
serene Snerd look of the cow is finally
going to give way to t:,e eager, excited
glances of the student as he pursues
higher education in more pleasant surroundings. The faculty and administration are to be again t:,oroughly congratulated for preserving and steadily uplifting
the academic standing and prestige of
the college, throughout these "Crowded
Years." Gone will be, we hear, our
crowded classrooms, that are as jammed
as cattle gathered around a tree in a
thunderstorm. There is also the hushed
rumour that the new Men's Common
Room might even have one or two chairs
that will be comfortable enough to recline therein. Although the latter fact is
hard to believe, the stud2nts, day and
dormitory, should really rejoice that at
last we are on the move.
The presentation of the check for
$128,000, by Dr. Gould Wickey, executive secretary of the board of education
of the United Lutheran Church in America from the C.H.E.Y. drive was a joyous occasion. It was the first official announcement the students have ever received that the shackles of economic and
physiological deterrents ore at last being
broken and replaced by the wreath of
educational
victory. Sti ll, we will all
breathe more securely when we see the
bulldozer at work, and still more so,
when we enter the new portals, some of
us as students, ond, alas, some of us, as
Alumni.
Years before Helen Taylor wrote her
editorial, while the bells of V.J. Day
were still ringing, students of Waterlo:::.
College and Seminary were preparing to
move. Since then the Twin Cities hove
had their population increased by thousands. Kitchener has dou~led its area,
and millions hove been S!Jent, in the two
cities, for a brand new multi-storied hospital, a new collegiate wing (which the
editor also missed by one year), a Waterloo Rink and a Kitchener Auditorium, a
new Y.M.C.A. and, we blush to say, the
skeleton of _a new St. Jerome's College to
further unive :sity as well as secondary
education.
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Now, enough of the past, for although
your editor intends to make his living
from history, our wishes and prayers lead
us on to the future. The delay will have
served to make the triumph more appreciated. Let joy be unconfined. Let praise
be given where praise is due, and let's
see the bulldozer.
"When are we and the cows going to
move?
Why, the answer, of course, is now.
B. H.
II

Don't Disappoint
This editorial has two purposes. The
most important is to fill space while the
second is a minor detail. It is this: to
save the staff many trials and much
trouble because of the lack of accurately
constructed and grammatically sound
material. Miss Roy dealt with writing as
a career in "So You Want To Write"
(March issue 1952). This editorial will
deal with writing specifically for the
Cord.
"Of what possible benefit is writing
to me?" you object, "I have no intention
of becoming a journalist, or novelist or
poet." Such objections can be overruled
for the following reasons.
First, writing effects clarificatoin of
your own thinking. With such an invaluable qualification you will be able to
help your poor stupid friend in Economics 20 with more coherent gibberish. If
you write better-worded answers on examinations and tests, you will undoubtedly rate higher marks, for the professors
will actually enjoy marking your papers!
Someday you moy give a displaced
Chinaman street directions on a Toronto
subway. Or consider a hypothetical situation which requires quick thinking and
quicker action. You are standing at the
window of a burning building which is
about to collapse momentarily. The fireman's red truck has a flat tire and the
only means of exit is a ladder. On one
side kneels your grey-haired grandmother begging you to save her, while one the
other side is your winsome wife, imploring just as earnestly. You cannot take
both or you will fall off the ladder.
Whom will it be? In a flash of sheer

inspiration you decide. As the surging
crowd cheers below you struggle down
. . . clutching your grandmother. You
decided to toke her because your wife
has just made out a $10,000 insurancz
policy payable to you. In such o "strong
situation" you used logic, which you developed by writing for the Waterloo College Cord. It's as simple as that.
Besides, writing can be entertaining.
With a little ingenuity, you can make
amusing a story about a morgue, or
grave a paragraph on a louse, male or
insect. Intellectual subjects don't have
to be boring or pedantic, if you're not.
Sa, if you have some profound ideas on
Mystical cults, a cure for cancer or the
art of Salvidor Doli, why not share them?
One piece of advice is: be yourself
. . . within limits. Let us have no straining after emotions that are not sincerely
felt, or sentiment which is wishy-washy,
especially in poetry.
Then there is the question of plagiarism. It may have been et:1ical in Shakespeare's time, but it is not in our own.
The Staff questions your integrity and
motives if you "lift" stories from Foo
Magazine and the Ladies' Home Journal to "pass them off" as your own. Of
course, ideas have always been borrowed: from other people, from other books.
Artists through the ages have been influenced, for better or for worse, by their
contemporaries and predecessors. For example, Dostoevsky's style, in his earlier
novels was much like Dickens'.
The types available such as expositions, short stories, p~aylets must be
your own choice. Adapt them to your
personality. If you have written a Miltonic
epic or a drama as excellent as Oedipus,
we may not have space to publish, but
we would certainly like to read it.
I hope this editorial has stimulated
those of you who have never even considered writing, encouraged those who
have handed in rejected material and
those who are hesitant about handing
in cherished creations, and helped past
and present contributors, both the faithful and the occasional. In any case, the
staff waits "with bated breath" for a
deluge of material. Don't disappoint us.

P. H.
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TWO IN ONE
A I ife insurance pol icy does two important
things: it provides protection for dependents
and, at the same time, provides the best organized plan of saving ever devised.
You owe it to yourself to enjoy the benefits
of both these important features which are combined in a I ife insurance pol icy. Consult a
Mutual Life of Canada representative today
about the kind of policy best suited to your
needs .

THE

MUTUALI!fi
til CANADA
Head Office

Waterloo, Ont.
Established 1869
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